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Purpose: Ultrafast sequences based on “Hybrid” spatiotem-

poral encoding (SPEN) replace echo-planar imaging’s phase
encoding “blips,” while retaining a k-space readout acquisi-

tion. Hardware imperfections during acquisition may lead to
ghosts and striped artifacts along the SPEN dimension; akin
to echo-planar imaging’s Nyquist ghosts, but weaker. A refer-

enceless method to eliminate these artifacts in Hybrid SPEN is
demonstrated.

Theory and Methods: Owing to its encoding in direct space,
rather than reciprocal space, undersampling in SPEN does
not generate an echo-planar-imaging-like aliasing, but

instead lowers the spatial resolution. Hybrid SPEN data can
be split into two undersampled signals: a reference one
comprised of the odd-echos, and an even-echo set that has

to be “corrected” for consistency with the former. A simple
way of implementing such a correction that enables a joint

high-resolution reconstruction is proposed.
Results: The referenceless algorithm is demonstrated with var-
ious examples, including oblique scans, large in vivo datasets

from real-time dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion experi-
ments, and human brain imaging.

Conclusions: The referenceless correction enables robust
single-scan imaging under changing conditions—such as
patient motion and changes in shimming over time—without

the need of ancillary navigators. This opens new options for
real-time MRI and interactive scanning. Magn Reson Med
72:1687–1695, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Alternatives to echo-planar imaging (EPI) that use spa-
tiotemporal encoding (SPEN) have recently been sug-
gested (1,2). SPEN sequences maintain the single-
excitation full two-dimensional (2D) acquisition nature
of EPI, while overcoming inhomogeneity distortions

and Nyquist ghosting along the low-bandwidth dimen-
sion. This robustness is achieved by replacing EPI’s
phase-encoding with a procedure that obviates the
need for a Fourier transform (FT) along this dimen-
sion. A penalty associated with these sequences is the
need for stronger gradients, and concomitantly higher
specific absorption rates, than would be typically
required by EPI for a similar scan. These demands can
be eased by reducing the strength of the encoding gra-
dient, Ge, but then image extraction with no accompa-
nying resolution loss requires some form of super-
resolved data processing along the SPEN dimension
(3–5). This process requires a joint handling of data
collected for all readout (RO) rows. As in the case of
EPI, the joint processing of data collected under the
oscillating gradient 6Gro may introduce artifacts due to
hardware imperfections. In EPI, these lead to Nyquist
ghosts that are typically handled via calibration by an
auxiliary reference (navigator) scan. Although usually
smaller than their EPI counterparts, SPEN artifacts
appear as “stripes” and “ghosts” after super-resolution
(SR). As shown here, however, SPEN’s nature as a
direct-space imaging technique enables the elimination
of these artifacts using the image data itself—without a
navigator or reference scan. The present study introdu-
ces the principles that make such self-correction possi-
ble and gives examples of its use in a variety of
instances including oblique scans, real-time in
vivo perfusion imaging of mice kidneys, and brain
imaging.

THEORY

Hybrid SPEN single-scan MRI relies on imparting the
spins with a position-dependent quadratic phase wðyÞ
¼ ay2 þ by þ c along the low-bandwidth dimension.
This is achieved by applying a frequency-swept pulse
in the presence of a y-oriented encoding gradient Ge

(1,2,6,7). In the one-dimensional (1D) case, assuming
an acquisition gradient Ga along the same axis and dis-
crete sampling time points tm corresponding to k-space
points km ¼ gGatm, the signal due to spin density rðyÞ
is then

SðkmÞ ¼
Z

rðyÞeiðay2þbyþkmyÞdy ; [1]

where constant phase terms are ignored for simplicity. One-
dimensional SPEN can be extended into 2D in a number of
different ways (1,2,8,9). Figure 1a depicts the “Hybrid
SPEN” sequence assessed in this work, with the image k-
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encoded (Fourier) along the high-bandwidth RO direction
and SPEN encoded along the low-bandwidth dimension.

The SPEN-encoded image can be extracted by the sta-
tionary phase approximation through rðyÞ / SðkmðyÞÞ
with resolution limited to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p=jaj

p
(6,7). Several methods

have been suggested to extract a higher resolution image

from the integral Eq. 1. These include SR (3), localized
FT (4,10), and deconvolution (5,11) algorithms. While
the kind of analysis discussed here may apply to most of
these reconstruction methods, we concentrate for con-
ciseness on SR.

In SR, the integral in Eq. 1 is replaced by an expres-
sion that assumes a discretized object made of N
elements

SðkmÞ �
XN
n¼1

r̂n

Z ynþd

yn�d

ei½ay2þðbþkmÞy �dy ;

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{Amn

[2]

where r̂n is the approximate density in voxel n, yn is the
voxel’s y-center, 2d is the voxel’s width, and Amn is an
element in the so-called “SR matrix” A. Eq. 2 can be
rewritten in matrix form as S ¼ Aq̂ (bold font denoting a
vector). In principle, the imaged object can thus be deter-
mined by applying the pseudo-inverse Aþ ¼ ðAy

AÞ�1A
y

onto S, where A
y

is the complex transpose of A. In prac-
tice, however, the solution of S ¼ Aq̂ is handicapped by
A’s typical ill-conditioning. For the final magnitude
images presented in this work, the first iteration of the
conjugate-gradients method suggested in (3) was used,
which translates to applying A

y
on S as an approximate

solution. This use of A
y

results in images with ghosts,
typically of sample edges, but the ghosts were found to
be reduced by applying Gaussian weighting to the rows
of A

y
. (Ghosting of edges is an issue in other methods of

solution as well). As the rows of A
y

behave similarly to a
sinc function (see Appendix, Eq. A2), the width 2s of
the Gaussian was chosen relative to the sinc’s width

FIG. 1. a: 90�-chirp Hybrid SPEN sequence used in this study. b:
Referenceless correction and reconstruction algorithm illustrated

for a 114 mm diameter cylinder filled with doped H2O. The refer-
enceless algorithm is illustrated step-by-step from top to bottom.

On top: the original data S collected as a function of ðy; kxÞ (col-
umns and rows, respectively). The data are then split into even

and odd rows, with each of the resulting sets Seven and Sodd

being self-consistent. FT performed along the horizontal RO direc-

tion gives ~S
even

and ~S
odd

and is followed by SR reconstruction
along the vertical SPEN direction resulting in two correct, but low-

resolution, even/odd images of the same object: r̂even and r̂odd .

The phase difference f between the two images (eif ¼ r̂even =r̂odd )
is then derived, and its (x, y) spatial dependence fit with a second

degree polynomial. Using this fit, a corrected even image r̂even;corr:

¼ e�ifr̂even (not shown) is found, and a corrected “signal”

~S
even;corr:

is derived through: ~S
even;corr: ¼ Aeven e�ifr̂even

� �
(where

the product e�ifr̂even is an entry by entry product such as .* in

Matlab). Next, ~S
even;corr:

is rejoined with ~S
odd

to create a full cor-

rected “signal” ~S
corr:

. Applying SR (denoted Að�1Þ) on this full and
corrected “signal” produces the final reconstructed image r̂. An
inverse FT along the RO direction shows (bottom left) that the cor-

rected signal Scorr: no longer has echo time shifts (compare to S
at top). Note, that although a 1D phase fit may suffice in this

example, the algorithm described is general (see main text). [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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2p=ð2adÞ—the distance between the two central zeros. A
factor of 0.8 was chosen, which from our experience
lead to a good compromise between reducing ghosts and
high final image resolution. (The factor of 0.8 translated
to r ranging from 13 to 20 pixels for the final images
shown here.)

The use of RO gradients with alternating polarities is
common to both 2D EPI and Hybrid SPEN, therefore, the
same imperfections which lead to Nyquist ghost in EPI
(12–14) also lead to artifacts (ghosts and stripes) in
Hybrid SPEN (e.g., Fig. 2c). These imperfections are typi-
cally modeled as an extra shift in k-space between lines
acquired during the opposite gradient polarities (13). In
principle, EPI images generated from points sampled
under each of the gradient polarities can be compared,
their k-space shift corrected, and a final combined image
generated. However, by using only same-polarity RO
rows, the k-space interval along the phase-encoding is
doubled. In EPI, this strategy would cause aliasing that
would interfere with the analysis for objects larger than
half the phase-encoding field-of-view (FOV). To resolve
this issue, both reference-based techniques (12,15–17)
and image-processing methods (12,18–20) have been pro-
posed. This problem of aliasing, however, does not arise
in SPEN MRI. Instead, separating the rows of opposite
gradient polarities in Hybrid SPEN will still lead to two
full-FOV images, albeit of lower resolution; this can be
exploited as a basis for a referenceless (or self-referenc-
ing) corrective method. To better appreciate this option,
assume a Hybrid SPEN MRI signal Smq and final
image r̂nq with, respectively, m ¼ 1; . . . ;M points and n
¼ 1; . . . ;N pixels along the column/SPEN dimension—
typically M¼N, but not necessarily—and with q ¼ 1; . . . ;
Q samples/pixels along the row/RO dimension. The
resulting signal after FT along the RO direction shall be
denoted as ~Smq, which after SR applied to each column
results in the final image r̂nq. To generate low-resolution
images arising separately from the even or the odd signal
rows (matching either of the gradient polarities), two
new SR matrices Aeven and Aodd are defined by replacing
km in Eq. [2] with its even and odd subsets keven

m and kodd
m ,

respectively. To compare only the effects of the keven
m vs.

kodd
m sampling, the same pixel positions yn are used for

both matrices, still covering the original full FOV, but
with half (or lower) resolution, because each set has only
half the sample points. Assuming a deviation kSPEN

D of the
even rows (along SPEN) small enough to fulfill jkSPEN

D jd
� 1 (typically a reasonable assumption) it can be shown
(see Appendix) that for ad2 � 1 the two images r̂even and
r̂odd, from ~S

even
and ~S

odd
, respectively, will differ in phase

with negligible differences in their magnitude; i.e.

r̂even
nq

r̂odd
nq

¼ eifnq ; [3]

where eifnq expresses the inconsistencies between the
even and odd rows, and fnq should be linear in n and q.
It is worth remarking, however, that the method
described above for the final calculation of super-
resolved (magnitude) images will not perform suffi-
ciently well when dealing with this kind of cases, where

preserving the fidelity of the phases is important. Still, it
was found that a reliable phased SR reconstruction could
be reached if the resolution of these even/odd recon-
structed images was reduced below its maximum signal
points. A factor of 0.9 was suitable for this reduction; for
instance, if the original SPEN signal had M¼ 70 rows,
we would set the SR reconstruction for the even/odd
images in Eq. 3 to have N¼ 32 rows (0:9� 70=2). As a
consequence of this, the even/odd SR matrices are rec-
tangular (35 � 32 in our example); the problem is thus
overdetermined, and its stability is improved.

Based on all these considerations, the relation in Eq.

[3] above can be used to achieve a consistent set of data

by defining a corrected even image

r̂even;corr:
nq � e�ifnq r̂even

nq ; [4]

to which corresponds a corrected even signal

~S
even;corr: ¼ Aevenr̂even;corr:

¼ Aeven

r̂
even;corr:
1;1

r̂
even;corr:
2;1

�

r̂
even;corr:
N=2;1

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCA

r̂
even;corr:
1;2

r̂
even;corr:
2;2

�

r̂
even;corr:
N=2;2

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCA
	 	 	

r̂
even;corr:
1;Q

r̂
even;corr:
2;Q

�

r̂
even;corr:
N=2;Q

0
BBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCA

2
666666664

3
777777775
:

[5]

Combining this corrected even signal with the original

odd signal, creates a full self-consistent set

~S
corr: ¼

~S
odd

1;1

~S
even;corr:

1;1

~S
odd

2;1

~S
even;corr:

2;1

�

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
	 	 	

~S
odd

1;Q

~S
even;corr:

1;Q

~S
odd

2;Q

~S
even;corr:

2;Q

�

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCA

2
66666666664

3
77777777775
; [6]

from which one can get a full N �Q, artifact-free, cor-

rected image

r̂corr: ¼ Að�1Þ~S
corr:

; [7]

where Að�1Þ denotes the operation used for SR (in our

case, as described above, the first iteration of the

conjugate-gradients method, including Gaussian weight-

ing of the columns of A).

The general process described above can be refined

when a purely 1D RO phase correction is expected; typi-

cally in nonoblique scans. In such a case, a 1D phase fq

can be determined from Eq. 3, and the phase correction

can be applied directly to ~S
even

, bypassing the SR imper-

fections of transforming ~S
even

to r̂even and then r̂even;corr:

to ~S
even;corr:

. Despite the 1D phase fit, the ratio ~S
even

nq =~S
odd

nq

cannot replace r̂even
nq =r̂odd

nq in Eq. 3. This is because the 1D
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fit must also determine the constant even/odd phase dif-

ference (14), but ~S
even

and ~S
odd

(and, therefore,
~S

even

nq =~S
odd

nq ) include additional object dependent phases

along the SPEN dimension. After SR these object

dependent phases are absent in r̂even and r̂odd. (Although

not a truely 1D phase dependent case, the pronounced

FIG. 2. Demonstrating the process of referenceless Hybrid SPEN auto-correction on an ACR phantom. a: Acquired signal showing a
clear even/odd echo shift. b: Resulting image after FT along the horizontal RO direction (before SR). c: Image arising when SR follows

the FT with no further corrections. d: SR image generated from the odd rows only, with regions of low-trust masked. e: Relative phase
map of even/odd images before SR (�p to þp scale), with regions of low-trust masked. f: Relative phase map of even/odd images after
SR, once more with �p to þp scale and regions of low-trust masked. g: Final autocorrected SR image. h: The result of a manual cor-

rection of the same data. i: High-resolution SE image. The Hybrid SPEN sequence used the following scan parameters: FOV¼27 � 27
cm2 (double-oblique plane: 45� between axial and sagittal, and a 45� in plane rotation), slice thickness¼5 mm, acquisition matrix¼80
� 80, BW per pixel (RO)¼3.9 kHz, TE¼9–121 ms, and chirp duration¼56 ms using a 0.04 G/cm gradient. Total scan duration was 121

ms. The reference SE scan used the same FOV and scan plane as the Hybrid SPEN. Its scan parameters were: acquisition matrix¼384
� 384, BW per pixel (RO)¼219 Hz, TE¼71 ms, TR¼1.5 s, echo train length¼18, and averages¼2.
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effect of SR on the phase behavior can be seen in com-

paring the phase difference in Fig. 2e before SR to the

phase difference in Fig. 2f after SR.)
The referenceless SPEN-correcting algorithm just

described is depicted schematically in Figure 1b.

METHODS

The referenceless algorithm was tested using the Hybrid
SPEN sequence in Figure 1a. Scans were performed on
different machines and different objects/subjects. In all
cases, ad2 was calculated and found to be smaller than
0.05, obeying the condition ad2 � 1. In all cases, the gen-
eral 2D phase fit of fnq from Eq. 3 was performed in
steps: first removing the dominant linear phase along the
RO direction, and only then determining the remaining
2D dependence.

Phantom tests were performed using an American Col-
lege of Radiology (ACR) MRI Accreditation Program
phantom scanned on a 3T Siemens (Siemens Healthcare,
Germany) TIM TRIO scanner with a four-channel head
coil. Both Hybrid SPEN and standard high-resolution SE
images were collected. A double-oblique scan plane was
chosen (45� between axial and sagittal, with a 45�

inplane rotation) to emphasize the even/odd inconsis-

tency along the SPEN direction (13). The performance of
the referenceless algorithm was compared to that of the
“manual” method previously used by our group (3,9,21);
a method involving interactive visual alignment of the
even/odd datasets in the raw signal S.

The effect of changing the scan plane on the quality of
the reconstruction was tested using a fixed mouse brain in
a 7T 300/89 Varian VNMRS vertical system (Agilent),
scanned with a 30 mm Millipede probe. A Hybrid SPEN
scan (nonoblique slice) was performed repeatedly while
the RO and SPEN directions were successively rotated
inplane by 4� increments per image. These tests then com-
pared applying the referenceless reconstruction to each
image, against results arising upon applying to all images
the same “manual” correction found for the first image.

The referenceless algorithm was also tested on real-
time in vivo animal perfusion experiments; these were
performed in accordance with protocols approved by the
Weizmann Institute’s Animal Care and Use Committee.
These experiments were chosen to showcase Hybrid
SPEN’s single-scan imaging capabilities in a challenging
region—mice kidneys at 9.4 T—as well as to demonstrate
the algorithm’s automatic capability for large datasets.
Experiments were conducted on a 9.4T Biospec scanner
(Bruker, Germany) using a linear volume transmitter

FIG. 3. Referenceless correction for inplane rotation of the RO and SPEN axes. A fixed mouse brain was repeatedly scanned, but with
the RO and SPEN axes rotated inplane in 4� increments (eight of 89 orientations shown). a: Resulting images when the referenceless

correction is performed per image. b: Resulting images when applying the manual correction of the first image (top left) to all images. c:
Phase maps of reven =rodd , after removing first-order fit for first image (with strong linear phase along RO) and after masking of noisy
regions; the 2D phase dependence is clear. Images shown are a zoom-in — 37 � 37 pixels out of 70 � 70 (37 � 19 out of 70 � 35 for

phase maps). For the magnitude images, windowing was applied along the RO direction to improve signal to noise ratio. Scan parame-
ters were: FOV¼25 � 25 mm2, slice thickness¼2 mm, acquisition matrix¼70 � 70, BW per pixel (RO)¼3.57 kHz, flip angle¼90�,
TE¼5–64 ms, TR¼1.1 s, chirp duration¼27.7 ms using a 0.9 G/cm gradient. (Full movies of all images can be found in the Supporting

Information SI1a, SI1b, and SI1c.) [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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with a 2 cm surface coil receiver. Female Institute of
Cancer Research (ICR) mice were anesthetized, and after
the imaging experiment began, they were injected over
1–2 s with gadolinium-diethylene-triamine-pentaacetic-
acid (Gd-DTPA) contrast agent Magnetol in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS). A total of 3000 Hybrid SPEN
images were acquired over 15 mins. Reconstruction was
implemented using the referenceless method, and time
traces were extracted from the resulting images for
selected pixels. A single RARE scan with higher resolu-
tion was also performed for reference.

Finally, the reconstruction algorithm was also applied to
volunteer brain images, scanned on the same 3T Siemens
setup as the ACR phantom above. Experiments were per-
formed after obtaining suitable written informed consents
and following procedures approved by the Internal Review
Board of the Wolfson Medical Center (Holon, Israel). Two
scans were performed: a Hybrid SPEN sequence and a
standard high-resolution spin-echo scan. Unlike all previ-
ous examples, the Hybrid SPEN in this case used ramp
sampling, thus allowing to shorten the scan. Regridding
was applied prior to the even/odd correction.

RESULTS

Figure 2 shows various aspects associated with the refer-
enceless reconstruction for a single-scan oblique image of
the ACR phantom. Figure 2a shows the raw acquired sig-
nal (magnitude) evidencing the even/odd echo shift. Fig-
ure 2b shows the low-resolution (magnitude) image
obtained by FT along the RO (horizontal) direction. As no
SR is applied at this stage, the even/odd inconsistency is
not a serious source of artifacts. This is unlike the result
in Figure 2c, which was obtained by applying SR directly

to the data without any even/odd corrections. The artifact-
free low resolution image obtained upon applying SR onto
the odd rows can be seen in Figure 2d. The phase differ-
ence between the even/odd images is shown in Figure 2e
before SR is applied, and in Figure 2f after SR is applied.
The latter exhibits a slight but noticeable 2D phase
dependence. The final result of the automatic referenceless
method is shown in Figure 2g. A correction using only a
linear 1D phase along the RO direction was also per-
formed (not shown), but resulted in the emergence of
stripe artifacts. For comparison, Figure 2h shows the
image arising from the same raw data after applying our
previous “manual” correction method (3), that includes a
visual alignment of the even/odd echos. A high-resolution
multiscan SE image is also shown in panel 2i.

A further comparison of the manual vs. the new
“referenceless” method is shown in Figure 3, for a fixed
mouse brain subject to in-plane rotations (in 4� incre-
ments) of the imaging RO and SPEN gradients. Figure 3a
shows the result of applying the referenceless correction
to a representative number of sample images/rotations;
each image self-corrected according to its own phase map.
Figure 3b shows the same set of images when the manual
corrections found for the first set is applied to all other
images in a “blind” mode (of the kind that would be used
when dealing with a large data set). The change in the
phase maps from an initial first-order fit is given in Figure
3c demonstrating the necessity of a 2D phase fit. The fig-
ure clearly shows the benefits of implementing per-image
corrections under changing geometries and orientations.
Full movies of the ensuing “rotations” can be found in
the Supporting Information SI1a, SI1b, and SI1c.

Figure 4 shows “real-time” results for the mapping of
the dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) perfusion of Gd-

FIG. 4. DCE MRI of mouse kidneys using Hybrid SPEN. a: First image of the complete DCE dataset, recorded prior to reaching steady-
state magnetization conditions and prior to contrast agent injection. b: Final image of the DCE (image 3000 after 15 mins). c: DCE time
courses of the pixels marked on panels a and b. d: Reference image acquired using RARE, showing the approximate positions of the

selected pixels. Time courses show the regional variation of the Gd-DTPA effect on the signal: 1–renal artery (upper); 2–medulla (center);
and 3–cortex (bottom). Noise in the time courses, due to pixel displacement, was reduced by discarding 800 images with large kidney
motion. The first image a is also not included, due to much higher signal (3.5–10 times higher than the peak signal at around 40 s).

Each group of 1000 images took approximately 16 s to analyze and reconstruct once data was loaded into memory (Matlab 7.12, 32
bit, on an Intel Core i5 laptop with 8 GB of memory). All scans used a FOV of 30 � 30 mm2, slice thickness of 2 mm, as well as fat sup-

pression. The Hybrid SPEN parameters were: acquisition matrix¼36 � 100 (36 along RO), BW per sample (RO)¼2.78 kHz, flip
angle¼90�, TE¼2–52 ms, TR¼300 ms, and chirp duration¼25 ms using a 0.78 G/cm gradient. A final image resolution of 64 � 64
was set to increase RO resolution, while also increasing SNR at the expense of SPEN resolution. The RARE scan parameters were:

acquisition matrix¼128 � 128, BW per pixel (RO)¼391 Hz, TE¼42.7 ms, TR¼1.5 s, RARE factor¼8, and averages¼2. (A movie
from all 3000 images can be found in the Supporting Information SI2.) [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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DTPA in mouse kidneys. The first Hybrid SPEN image of
the DCE dataset is given in Figure 4a while the final
image, after 15 mins of data acquisition, is shown in Fig-
ure 4b. Time courses of three representative pixels cho-
sen to coincide with the renal artery, the renal medulla,
and the renal cortex, are shown in Figure 4c. The results
show the expected behavior: the arterial perfusion (time
course 1) is characteristic of a rapid bolus passage; the
deep medulla region (time course 2) displays the largest
contrast, with contributions from both the first pass arte-
rial perfusion as well as a slow increase in T1 weighting
owing to Gd-DTPA accumulation in the nephrons;
finally, in the outer cortex region (time course 3), the
contrast level rises rapidly due to first pass kinetics, but
then remains at a near-constant plateau as the acquisi-
tion duration is too short for the contrast agent to clear.

Finally, Figure 5 presents Hybrid SPEN reconstruction
results of a volunteer brain scan. As in the case of the
phantom, a multiscan SE image was also scanned for ref-
erence. The benefits of the referenceless method are evi-
dent once again, even in this highly optimized setting
oriented for functional-MRI.

DISCUSSION

The results hereby presented show the suitability of the
referenceless algorithm introduced in this article for cor-
recting Hybrid SPEN signals in an automated fashion,
without demanding the collection of ancillary data. The
benefits of the referenceless method are clearly seen in Fig-
ure 3, where the scan conditions change with changing
scan orientation: the referenceless method compensates for
these changes on a per image basis. The convenience of
the referenceless method is also illustrated by the perfu-
sion experiments shown in Figure 4, where the acquisition
of thousands of images taxes both the stability of the spec-
trometer system, and any kind of data processing that
requires an interactive input. The referenceless processing
algorithm provides an ideal tool for this, and could process
all data in a real-time fashion without aid from navigators.

Over the course of this study, we tried several other
SR corrective methods, including reference-based multi-
scan approaches of the kind normally used in EPI. These
methods, however, performed worse than the reference-
less variant described here—particularly for oblique
scans. We suspect that this reflects slight differences
between the base and the reference scans, making the
referenceless approach a method of choice for processing
Hybrid SPEN data.

Despite its proven performance, the referenceless method
has potential limitations. As mentioned, its correction sup-
ports only kSPEN

D errors fulfilling the condition kSPEN
D d� 1.

Although this demand was met in all the instances
explored in this study, it might break down for ill-behaved
systems or very poor hardware. The referenceless algorithm
also depends on the quality of the polynomial fit that is
achieved for the even/odd phase differences. This in turn
will depend on a proper phase unwrapping, and on a suit-
able masking/weighting of low-trust regions. Furthermore,
as the referenceless method uses SR internally to generate
r̂even;corr: and from it Seven;corr: (while leaving Sodd

untouched), using unstable or nonideal SR operations may
have undesired effects (a recently published SR method
(22) using compressed sensing may alleviate this, although
such method is computationally much more intensive than
the one here discussed).

CONCLUSIONS

A new referenceless algorithm was demonstrated for the
automated correction of Hybrid SPEN sequences. This
algorithm allows one to retrieve quality images from con-
secutive single scans under changing conditions without
a need for collecting ancillary reference scans. Although
the algorithm was exemplified for SPEN experiments
relying on a 90� chirped excitation, the same considera-
tions apply in the SR processing of data collected with
other versions in this family of 2D MRI single-shot
sequences (1,21,23). The addition of referenceless recon-
struction to the rapid scan times of these methods may

FIG. 5. a: Hybrid SPEN volunteer brain image reconstructed by SR, but without corrections, b: Hybrid SPEN SR image with a reference-
less correction applied. c: High-resolution multiscan SE image, for reference. Scans were performed at the same position with FOV¼24
� 24 cm2, and slice thickness of 3 mm. The Hybrid SPEN used ramp sampling for a final acquisition matrix of 80 � 80, BW per pixel

(RO)¼2.5 kHz, and a 90� flip angle. Regridding was performed prior to referenceless corrections. The Hybrid SPEN had a TE of 9–89
ms, with chirp duration 40 ms using a 0.063 G/cm gradient. Total scan duration was 91 ms. The SE acquisition matrix was 384 � 198,

BW per pixel (RO)¼219 Hz, TE¼71 ms, TR¼1.5 s, echo train length¼18, and averages¼2.
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assist in making Hybrid SPEN, a method-of-choice for
real-time imaging in challenging regions. The reference-
less reconstruction could also prove useful when using
Hybrid SPEN sequences for other real-time application
like diffusion studies or functional MRI. Similar con-
cepts are being pursued in the realm of single-scan 2D
MR spectroscopic data acquisitions.

APPENDIX—JUSTIFYING THE REFERENCELESS
CORRECTION

To justify the referenceless algorithm, and especially
Eq. 3, we assume that just as in EPI (13,24) imperfections
during the acquisition will lead to constant but unknown
k-space shifts kRO

D and kSPEN
D . Consequently, odd rows

are still sampled at ky ¼ kodd
m and kx ¼ kq along the

SPEN and RO dimensions, respectively, but even rows
are sampled at ky ¼ keven

m þ kSPEN
D and kx ¼ kq þ kRO

D . The
kRO

D shift leads, following a FT along the rows, to a linear
phase kRO

D xq along the RO direction. To handle the
kSPEN

D shift, a further expansion of the SR matrix A is
needed. To derive this effect we make a variable change
y ¼ yn þ s, and the integral in Eq. 2 becomes

Amn ¼ ei½ay2
nþðbþkmÞyn �

Z d

�d

eia½s2þ2 ynþbþkm
2að Þs�ds: [A1]

Assuming that as2 is always small enough, i.e., jad2j � 1;
Eq. A1 can be approximated to zero order in ad2 as

Amn � 2dei½ay2
nþðbþkmÞyn �sinc 2ad yn þ

bþ km

2a

� �� 	
zero

order

 !
:

[A2]

From Eq. A2, the constant shift kSPEN
D along the SPEN

direction gives

~SðmþDSPENÞ;q �
X

n

rn;q2dei½ay2
nþðbþkmþkSPEN

D
Þyn �

sinc 2ad yn þ
bþ km þ kSPEN

D

2a

� �� 	
�
X

n

rn;qeikSPEN
D

yn 2dei½ay2
nþðbþkmÞyn �

sinc 2ad yn þ
bþ km

2a

� �� 	

¼
X

n

Am;n rn;qeikSPEN
D

yn


 �
;

[A3]

where we have dropped kSPEN
D in the sinc argument of

the second line because under all reasonable experimen-
tal conditions kSPEN

D obeys kSPEN
D d� 1, and we have

already neglected a similarly small quantity ad2 in estab-
lishing Eq. A2. Recalling the linear phase difference kRO

D

xq between odd and even rows, and allowing for a con-
stant phase difference f0, we get

~S
odd:

m;q ¼
X

n

Aodd
m;nrn;q [A4a]

~S
even:

m;q ¼
X

n

Aeven
m;n rn;qeif0 eikSPEN

D
yn eikRO

D
xq


 �
�
X

n

Aeven
m;n rn;qeifn;q


 �
: [A4b]

In other words, given the assumptions made, the differ-
ence between the low-resolution image retrieved from
~S

odd

mq and the one retrieved from ~S
even

mq is a linear 2D
phase eifnq ¼ eiðf0þkSPEN

D
ynþkRO

D
xqÞ. In practice, and to allow

for minor deviations from the model just presented, a
general 2D fit of the phase difference based on a second-
order polynomial was used.
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